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Anya Hindmarch reflects on
unorthodox designs via craftsmanship
August 14, 2015

Anya Hindmarch's  leather s tickers

 
By JEN KING

British accessories label Anya Hindmarch is touting the craftsmanship behind its
whimsical and often humorous products through a new social effort.

Introduced on social media, Anya Hindmarch selected one of its  most stand out pieces,
the Crisp Packet clutch, to demonstrate its dedication to craftsmanship even though its
designs are not of a traditional design aesthetic seen in luxury goods. Craftsmanship
videos and accompanying copy reinforce a brand’s promise of quality and care, often
touchpoints that validate a price point for consumers.

"I am a big believer that people are not buying less within various tiers; however, there
needs to be a powerful reason whether it's  brand loyalty, an interest in a specific category
and attention as well as commitment to quality," said Kimmie Smith, co-founder/creative
director of Accessory2, New York. "The craftsmanship that Anya Hindmarch has within the
brand is an essential point to note as it would be easy to look at her line and simply focus
on the whimsical nature.

"Underneath the bags that showcase pop culture there is an extreme focus on care that is
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taken to each bag," she said. "By showcasing that the bags have an array of details that
make it impossible to even produce in one area it allows possible buyers and long terms
fans to understand why the bags are so coveted and are worth their current price point."

Ms. Smith is not affiliated with Anya Hindmarch, but agreed to comment as an industry
expert.

Anya Hindmarch did not respond by press deadline.

Crafty craftsmanship 
Often sold out with a waiting list for orders, Anya Hindmarch introduced its Crisp Packet
clutch in 2014 after working with Italian artisans to nail its  signature shape. Given its
realistic potato chip bag design, this “wearable art” was the ideal choice to show that each
product developed by Anya Hindmarch meets the same degree of quality standards.

Anya Hindmarch Crisp Packet clutch in 60-karat gold 

The video shared on social media begins with a panoramic shot of Florence, home to
Italian craftsmanship, before venturing into an artisan workshop. Once the viewer is
inside she sees an artisan working with heavy machinery to press a piece of metal into the
Crisp Packet clutch mold.

Once the two sides of the clutch are molded the viewer watches as the artisan sodders the
pieces together with a torch and files off the rough edges with a belt sander. Next, the
viewer sees as the assembled clutches are dipped in polish and its hardware consisting
of sides, a clasp and chain strap is attached.

Inspired by Anya’s passion for making the everyday extraordinary, we
spent many months working with specialist artisans...

Posted by Anya Hindmarch on Thursday, August 13, 2015

A link provided with the video lands on Anya Hindmarch’s Web site where the consumer
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can learn more about its craftsmanship and how its products are constructed.

The beginning equates Anya Hindmarch’s success with the “true heros” of the brand, its
craftsmen working in workshops in London, Italy and Spain. The brand states that it uses
the “best materials and techniques possible” with some traditions being passed down by
generations.

Content continues to walk the consumer through the creation process at Anya Hindmarch
starting with materials ranging from exotic skins to butter-soft leather. Again, the brand
focuses in on the Crisp Packet clutch to highlight just how much effort and skill goes into
the creation of each bag.

Also, Anya Hindmarch dedicated a section to its immensely popular leather stickers used
to customize its products bringing the timeless idea of bespoke to the next level (see
story). This aspect of the brand shows its humor alongside craftsmanship due to the
processes such as embossing and debossing used for the stickers.

Anya Hindmarch Sticker Shop 

The final section is dedicated to the finishing touches such as tassels, suede backing on
its leather and hidden details such as hidden messages or graphics.

Anya Hindmarch continued its craftsmanship effort on Instagram where the brand
featured behind-the-scenes imagery blended with lifestyle and product photos.

Only the best
Craftsmanship videos and behind-the-scenes glimpses help the consumer understand the
creative process while validating price points. This has been especially true when a brand
ventures into an unexpected product range that may cause consumers to second guess
motives.

For instance, French apparel brand Christian Dior assured consumers that its  dedication
to craftsmanship extends beyond its fashions and handbags.
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The item in question was Dior’s then new line of athletic footwear, the Dior Fusion
sneaker, from the fall/winter 2014-2015 collection. By showing consumers the work
involved in its creation, the asking price for the sneaker is more justifiable after watching
the artisan’s labor from sketch to final product (see story).

This tactic has also been used to ensure the quality of items produced by a third party.

For example, U.S. fashion label Ralph Lauren used a social video to highlight that all of its
products, even those produced by a licensee, are held up to the same standard of quality.

Since 2007, Ralph Lauren has entrusted the production of its  eyewear to Italian
manufacturer Luxottica, the global leader of the luxury eyewear sector. Since items
labelled “in-house” are often looked upon as better quality than those outsourced,
instilling a sense of trust in consumers’ minds may quiet these comparisons (see story).

Heralding its craftsmanship positions Anya Hindmarch as a true luxury player among
consumers who may have been hesitant to embrace its playful designs.

"Devoted followers to Anya Hindmarch understand that the funky designs are a means to
have fun with fashion and that it has been a theme woven within her collection from the
beginning," Ms. Smith said. "But we also know that these bags are rooted in a level of
craftsmanship that supports the foundation of fashion which enhances the person's style
that wears it.

"The brand was already identified as luxury within its first entry as it is  not something that
you will see a lot of people wearing," she said. "When pieces are released, there is a need
to quickly obtain them before they are no longer available. The lack of quantity along with
her details lends itself as a luxury brand."

Final Take
Jen King, lead reporter on Luxury Daily, New York
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